
At work, you might be asked to 
write a report, which is a document 
written for a specific purpose and 
audience and it generally consists of 
an analysis of a situation or problem 
at hand and recommends a solution 
for it.

The structure of a report may vary 
but it must include three main parts: 
an executive summary, a body (with 
headings and subheadings), and 
conclusions and recommendations.

Check these useful phrases to help 
you write professional reports:

Introducing
The purpose of this report is to …
This report compares …

Structure and signposting
The report is divided into three 
sections.
Here are my findings.
This diagram shows …
Please refer to table 3.1.
As this chart shows …
The following points should be 
noted.

Comparing
It’s similar to …
It’s different to …
It’s better than …
On the one hand …
On the other hand…
X is … However, Y is …

Linking words
Addition: in addition / also / 

furthermore / as well as / moreover
Conditions: provided that / as long 

as /  on condition that / in case

Contrast: however / in contrast / in 
spite of / although / even though
Give reasons: because / in order to 

/ so that / so as to
Result and consequence: as a 

result / due to / so / owing to / 
consequently
Sequencing: firstly / secondly / next 

/ then / finally

Reporting figures and trends
approximately / about / nearly / just 

over / just under
increase / go up / rise / grow / 

climb / jump / rocket
decrease / go down / fall / slump
level out / remain steady / peak / 

reach a high
slightly / steadily / sharply / 

significantly / suddenly

Reporting and summarising results
every / all / each
many / a lot of / a large amount

several / a reasonable amount
not many / not a lot of / a few / a 

small amount
none / not any / neither … nor

Concluding and recommending
in conclusion … / to sum up …
it can be concluded that / it was 
found that …
I’d suggest / recommend
we should …

Structure
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Executive Summary
Up to one page 
outlining purpose, key 
recommendations and 
conclusion.
 
Introduction
Introduces main 
purpose of the report 
and describes the 
issues or problems 
discussed in the report.

Discussion or analysis
This is the body of 
business report. It is 
where you discuss or 
analyze the data you 
find.

Conclusions
Summarize and 
interpret the key 
findings.

Recommendations
Recommend solutions 
to the problems 
mentioned in the 
conclusion.

Other sections
References, 
appendices, etc.


